[Published Jan. 1, 2015, in the Jeffco editions of the Denver Post's YourHub section]

Happy New Year! What’s Your Vision for Jefferson County in 2030?
2030 sounds like a long way off, but affected by the state’s overall growth.
it’s only 15 years from today! Hard to My 15-year forecast for Jeffco is driven by the need for the state as a
believe, isn’t it? But that’s another
column!
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Although Jefferson County itself will limit to the use of PV from solar garbe growing at less than half the rate of dens. Even renters and condo owners
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tovoltaic, and the cost of solar vs.
utility electricity makes it a no-brainer.
In transportation, the manufacture
and sale of electric vehicles — both
cars and trucks — will have largely
replaced that of gas or diesel powered
vehicles by 2030. Battery costs will
plummet thanks to Tesla’s battery
factory being built near Reno, and

electric motors have only one moving
part vs. thousands of parts in internal
combustion engines. Combined with
increased solar PV, we can look forward to a quieter and cleaner future.
With the increase in population, we
have no choice but to reduce water
consumption. I expect to see more
use of low- or no-water landscaping.

2014: Jeffco Real Estate Year in Review
The charts here tell all you need to
know about the health of Jefferson
County’s real estate market. The numbers are from REcolorado.com, Denver’s MLS, but the December 2014
numbers are my own calculations as of
Dec. 29, not end-of-month MLS calculations. Clearly the seller’s market
which began in early 2013 is only getting stronger. It’s a good time to list
your home. Call me or your agent!
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SOLD LISTINGS BY MONTH

Sellers, Too, May Pay Too Much in Fees
In last week’s column, I wrote about
buyers paying too much in fees when
they buy a home. Sellers can also
pay more than they should in a transaction.
Commissions are negotiable and
agents can’t even discuss what they
charge, much less “fix” commissions.
For a fuller discussion, see my longer
post at www.JimSmithBlog.com.
Title insurance policies are regulated and pretty competitive, but the fees
for escrow and other services vary
widely, as does the discount given

when the most recent title policy on
your property (such as for a refinance)
is less than 4, 5, or even 6 years old.
Sometimes buyers will ask the seller to pay the buyer’s closing costs in
lieu of a lower purchase price. For
example, $4,000 in closing costs with
a purchase price of $200,000, rather
than a purchase price of $196,000.
As a seller, you should demand of
your listing agent that you pay commissions on the net purchase price
when there are concessions involved.
Read further on my blog...
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Invite Me to Speak to Your Group
I can speak to your service club, church or other
organization about one of two topics. The first topic,
of course, is any aspect of real estate. A second
speech I have been giving is “The Gasoline Powered Automobile Is Obsolete and Here’s Why.”
When I give the latter talk, I offer free rides afterwards in my Tesla and Volt. Contact me at 303525-1851 or Jim@GoldenRealEstate.com to discuss a possible speaking engagement. No charge.
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